Mammalian tissues are composed of highly specialized cell types defined by distinct gene 26 expression patterns. Identification of cis-regulatory elements responsible for cell-type 27 specific gene expression is essential for understanding the origin of the cellular diversity. 28 
Introduction 45
Mammalian tissues comprise of various cell types highly specialized to carry out distinct 46 functions. Cellular identity and function are established and maintained through 47 programs of gene expression that are specific to each cell type and state 1 . Gene regulation 48 is carried out by sequence-specific transcription factors that interact with cis-regulatory 49 sequences, such as promoters, enhancers and insulators 2 . Identifying cis-regulatory 50 elements in the genome is an essential step towards understanding the cell type specific 51 gene regulatory programs in mammalian tissues. 52
53
Since the activity of cis-elements often arises from the binding of transcription factors to 54 accessible chromatin, approaches such as ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase-55
Accessible Chromatin using sequencing) 3 and DNase-seq (DNase I hypersensitive sites 56 sequencing) 4 that identify regions of open chromatin have been widely used to map 57 candidate regulatory sequences in the genomes. However, these conventional assays have 58 limited ability to resolve the diverse cell type-specific chromatin landscapes present in 59 heterogeneous tissues, providing only an average map dominated by signals from the 60 most common cell populations. 61
62
Recently, a number of methods have been developed for measuring chromatin 63 accessibility in single cells. One approach involves combinatorial indexing to 64 simultaneously process tens of thousands of cells 5 . This strategy has been successfully 65 applied to embryonic tissues in D. melanogaster 6 , developing mouse forebrains 7 and 66 multiple adult mouse tissues 8 . A related method, called scTHS-seq (single-cell 67 transposome hypersensitive site sequencing), has also been developed and used to 68 study chromatin landscapes at single cell resolution in the adult human brains 9 . 69
Another approach relies on isolation of single cell using microfluidic devices (Fluidigm, 70 C1) 10 or within individually indexable wells of a nano-well array (Takara Bio, ICELL8) 11 . 71
Whereas fewer cells are processed per experiment compared to the combinatorial 72 indexing approach, the library complexity per single cell is considerably higher with 73 this method 12 . Recently, 10X Genomics and Bio-Rad Laboratories have enabled single 74 cell ATAC-seq on droplet-based microfluidic platform, producing data of similar 75 quality to that of nano-well capture technique 12 . Despite these experimental advances, 76 data from single cell chromatin accessibility experiments still presents unique 77 computational challenges largely due to the sparsity and high-level noise of the data from 78 single cells. 79
80
Existing computational methods rely on pre-defined regions of transposase accessibility 81 identified from the aggregate signals. For instance, chromVAR 13 estimates similarity 82 between cells based on transcription factor occurrence frequency in the peak regions. 83
Alternatively, techniques developed for natural language processing have been applied to 84 scATAC-Seq data by treating each single cell profile as a document, composed of regions 85 of chromatin accessibility which play the role of words. In this framework, Latent 86 Semantic Analysis (LSA) 8 and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Cis-Topic) 14 infer the 87 relationships between cells. A third approach, Cicero, clusters cells based on the gene 88 activity scores predicted by linking distal or proximal peaks to the gene 15 . Relying on gene 89 activity scores predicted by Cicero, a recent approach attempts to classify individual 90 nuclei from a scATAC-seq dataset based on a reference of transcriptomic states 16 . 91
92
The use of pre-defined accessibility peaks based on bulk data has at least three key 93 limitations. First, it requires sufficient number of single cell profiles to create robust 94 aggregate signal for peak calling. Second, the cell type identification is biased toward the 95 most abundant cell types in the tissues. Finally, these techniques lack the ability to reveal 96 regulatory elements in the rare cell populations which are underrepresented in the 97 aggregate signal. This concern is critical, for example, in brain tissue, where key neuron 98 types may represent less than 1% of all cells while still playing a critical role in the neural 99 circuit 17 . 100
101
To overcome these limitations, we developed a bioinformatic package, Single Nucleus 102
Analysis Pipeline for ATAC-seq (SnapATAC), for analyzing single cell ATAC-seq (scATAC-103 seq) datasets. SnapATAC does not require population-level peak annotation, and instead 104 assembles chromatin landscapes by directly clustering cells based on the similarity of 105 their genome-wide accessibility profile. Using a regression-based normalization 106 procedure, SnapATAC adjusts for differing read depth between cells. With a fast 107 dimensionality reduction technique, it can easily process data from millions of cells. In a 108 battery of tests using simulated and published datasets, SnapATAC outperforms existing 109 tools in both clustering accuracy and scalability. To demonstrate the utility of SnapATAC, 110
we apply it to a dataset of over 60,000 single cell ATAC-seq profiles from the mouse 111 secondary motor cortex that we generated. We detect nearly 50 subtypes including some 112 rare types that account for less than 0.1% of the total population. We also uncover 113 337,932 candidate cis-elements in these different cell types, more than twice as many as 114
were identified from bulk analysis. These results suggest that SnapATAC, together with 115 scATAC-seq, can greatly enhance our ability to annotate and characterize the cis-116 regulatory elements in the mammalian genomes. 117
118

Results
119
SnapATAC achieves a new standard for scATAC-seq analysis 120
A schematic diagram of SnapATAC is shown in Fig. 1 . Briefly, after pre-processing 121 (Methods), the chromatin accessibility profile of each single cell is represented as a 122 binary vector, the length of which corresponds to the number of uniform-sized bins that 123 segmented the genome. A bin with value "1" indicates that one or more reads fall within 124 that bin, and the value "0" indicates otherwise. Next, the set of binary vectors from all the 125 cells is converted into a Jaccard index matrix, with the value of each element calculated 126 from fraction of overlapping bins between every two cells. Since the number of cells is 127 usually far smaller than the number of bins, this operation effectively reduces the 128 dimensions of the matrix therefore significantly improves the scalability of the pipeline 129 (Methods). Because the value of Jaccard Index can be influenced by differing sequencing 130 depth between cells (Supplementary Fig. 1 ), therefore, a normalization method is 131 developed to remove such confounding factor (Methods; Supplementary Fig. 1-2) . 132
Next, the normalized matrix is subject to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the 133 significant components are selected to create a K-nearest neighbor (KNN) graph, with 134 edges drawn between cells with similar ATAC-seq profiles. The highly interconnected 135 'communities' (or 'clusters') of cells in the resulting graph are identified using Louvain 136 algorithm 18 . Cells belonging to each cluster are pooled to assemble a consensus chromatin 137 landscape for identification of regulatory elements de novo. Finally, using candidate 138 regulatory elements in each cluster, the master regulators for each cell cluster are inferred 139 by motif analysis 19 Normalization: Jaccard similarity matrix is normalized using a regression-based 154 method to eliminate the read depth effect. (e) Clustering: using normalized matrix, cells 155 of similar accessibility profiles are clustered together and visualized using t-SNE (t-156 from 10,000 reads per cell (high coverage), to 1,000 reads per cell (low coverage) 174 (Methods). The performance of each method in identifying the original cell types was 175 measured by the normalized mutual index (NMI), which ranges from 0 for a level of 176 similarity expected by chance to 1 for perfect clustering. This analysis shows that 177
Distributed
SnapATAC is the most robust and accurate method across all ranges of data sparsity (Fig.  178 2) (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P < 0.01; Supplementary Fig. 3 ; Supplementary 179 Supplementary Fig. 4) . It is likely that these off-peak reads 1) overlap with 193 "weak" elements that are not identified from the aggregate signals; 2) may be enriched for 194 the euchromatin, which strongly correlate with active genes 22 and vary considerably 195 between cell types 23 . Supporting this hypothesis, the density of 70% off-peak reads 196 correlates strongly with compartment A defined in the particular cell types through 197 genome-wide chromatin conformation capture analysis (i.e. Hi-C) ( Supplementary Fig.  198 5). These observations suggest that the superior performance of SnapATAC with low-199 coverage datasets is, at least in part, due to that the off-peak sequencing reads in the 200 scATAC-seq library contribute significantly for cell clustering. Fig. 3a; Supplementary Fig. 6a) . 209
Interestingly, SnapATAC divided K562 cells into two sub-clusters ( Fig. 6b-c) . In addition, GM12878 212 cells were also split into two separate clusters (GM12878.a and GM12878.b) 213 (Supplementary Fig. 6b ) that represent previously identified subtypes associated with 214 differential NF-kB activity and B cell signaling 5 (Supplementary Fig. 6d) (Fig. 3b) that were previously undetectable without 223 incorporating single cell RNA sequencing data 9 . Similarly, when applied to a sci-ATAC-224 seq dataset comprising ~100,000 single cells from 13 adult mouse tissues 8 , SnapATAC 225 revealed almost twice as many additional cell clusters as originally reported (Fig. 3c,  226 Supplementary Fig. 7-10 In addition to the clustering performance, SnapATAC also demonstrates high 250 computational efficiency and scalability. Benchmarked using simulated scATAC-seq data 251 sets from 1,000 to 100,000 cells, the CPU-time of SnapATAC scales linearly and at a 252 significantly lower slope than other methods. This difference is especially pronounced 253 relative to topic modeling methods such as Cis-Topic, a probabilistic method that requires 254 extensive parameter optimization for large dataset. Using the same computing resource, 255 when applied to 100,000 cells, SnapATAC is nearly 160 times faster than Cis-Topic, 256 reducing the time from 30 hours to 10 minutes ( Table 1 The mammalian brain is composed of myriad highly specialized cell types and 263 subtypes 17,24-27 , which presents a unique challenge for single cell chromatin accessibility 264 analysis. As part of the BRAIN Initiative Cell Census Consortium 28 , we have generated 265 single nucleus ATAC-seq profiles from >60,000 individual cells from the secondary 266 motor cortex (MOs) in the adult mouse brain (Fig. 4a) . To our knowledge, this represents 267 the largest single cell chromatin accessibility dataset yet published from a single tissue 268 type. This dataset includes 2 biological replicates ( Based on gene body accessibility levels at canonical marker genes ( Fig. 4e ; 280 Supplementary Fig. 16-17) , the 20 clusters were classified into eight excitatory 281 neuronal subpopulations (Snap25+, Slc17a7+, Gad1-; 50% of total nuclei), four inhibitory 282 neuronal subpopulations (Snap25+, Slc17a7-, Gad2+; 10% of total nuclei), one 283 oligodendrocyte subpopulation (Mog+; 9% of total nuclei), one oligodendrocyte 284 precursor subpopulation (Pdgfra+; 5% of total nuclei), one microglia subpopulation 285 (C1qb+; 7% of total nuclei), one astrocyte subpopulation (Apoe+; 13% of total nuclei), and 286 additional populations of endothelial, somatic, and somatic muscle cells accounting for 287 6% of total nuclei. 288
289
The accuracy of these cell-type classification is supported by several lines of evidence. 290
First, measurements of neuronal vs non-neuronal cell type abundance by Fluorescence-291 activated cell sorting (FACS) from the same samples are highly consistent with estimates 292 from SnapATAC analysis ( Fig. 4f-g; Supplementary Fig. 28) . Second, the excitatory 293 neuron subpopulations we identify show specificity for known cortical layer-specific 294 marker genes and gradient transition between layers (Fig. 4h) . Third, neuronal 295 classification for each of the major cell population based on snATAC-seq data was in 296 excellent agreement with previous annotations based on scRNA-seq 26 (Fig. 5a) . All the 297 major neuronal subpopulations identified from snATAC-seq can be matched to the 298 scRNA-seq based classification of cell types in the mouse visual cortex. In addition, gene 299 body accessibility for marker genes in each cluster correlated well with expression levels 300 for corresponding genes and clusters ( Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 18 ). Taken  301 together, these data show that snATAC-seq can dissect the cellular heterogeneity of 302 mouse brain and classify cells in a way consistent with previous knowledge. 303 304 Notably, one rare Sst neuronal subtype previously identified from scRNA-seq (Sst-Chodl 305
in Fig. 5b ) was not initially detected from snATAC-seq dataset. To examine whether 306 iterative analysis could help tease out this rare population, SnapATAC was applied to 307 1,577 Sst nuclei, finding 9 distinct sub-populations including the Sst subtype (Sst.9), 308 which accounts for less than 0.1% (52/64,795) of the total population profiled 309 Fig. 19a-b) . Based on gene accessibility and analysis of enriched 310 transcription factor motifs ( Supplementary Fig. 19d ), Sst.9 most likely corresponds to 311 Reproducibility of aggregate signals for two biological replicates (rho=0.96, P < 1e-10). 325 chromatin landscapes can be obtained (Fig. 6a) . Focusing on the major cell types 352 described in Figure 4d Supporting this hypothesis, nearly 80% of these elements were detected from only one 360 cell cluster (Fig. 6c) . 361
(Supplementary
362
Several lines of evidence support that these additional open chromatin regions are 363 functional elements, rather than technical noises. First, these sequences showed 364 significantly higher conservation than randomly selected genomic sequences with 365 comparable mappability scores (Fig. 6d) . Second, these open chromatin regions display 366 enrichment for transcription factor binding motifs corresponding to transcription factors 367 (TFs) that play important regulatory roles in the corresponding cell types 368 Table 7 ). For example, the binding motif for Mef2c is highly enriched 369 in novel candidate cis-elements identified from Pvalb neuronal subtype (P-value = 1e-363; 370 Fig. 7e-f) , consistent with previous report that Mef2c is upregulated in embryonic 371 precursors of Pv interneurons 29 . Similarly, the binding motif for ETS-factor PU.1, a known 372 transcription regulator of microglia 30 , was highly enriched in the novel elements detected 373 from microglia (P-value = 1e-2250) (Supplementary Table 7) . (Fig. 6g) corresponding to all known major cell types (Methods; Fig. 7a; Supplementary Fig.  406 
(Supplementary
Finally, the new open 374 chromatin regions tend to test positive in transgenic reporter assays. Comparison to the 375 VISTA enhancer database 31 shows that enhancer activities of 256 of the newly identified 376 open chromatin regions have been previously tested using transgenic reporter assays in 377 e11.5 mouse embryos (Supplementary Table 8). 65% (167/256) of them drive 378 reproducible reporter expression in at least one embryonic tissue, substantially higher 379 than background rates (9.7%) estimated from regions in the VISTA database that lack 380 canonical enhancer mark (manuscript under review) 32 . Here, we displayed four examples 381 where elements were only present in rare population are tested positive in the brain 382 function associating regions
21-22). Sub-clustering of GABAergic neurons further identified 11 subtypes with 407
distinct gene expression patterns (Supplementary Fig. 23 ), including two Sst, three 408
Pv, three Vip subtypes and three clusters enriched for Lamp5 gene expression. Similarly, 409
analyzing a dataset of 2,784 methylomes form single neuronal nuclei in the human frontal 410 cortex 27 , SnapATAC identified all the major and subtypes in excellent agreement with the 411 previous classification ( Fig. 7b; Supplementary Fig. 24 ). When applied to single cell 412 
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Barcode Demultiplexing 490
Using a custom python script, we first de-multicomplexed FASTQ files by integrating the 491 cell barcode into the read name in the following format: "@" + "barcode" + ":" + 492 "original_read_name". 493 494
Alignment & Sorting 495
De-multicomplexed reads were aligned to the corresponding reference genome (i.e. 496 mm10 or hg19) using bwa 36 (0.7.13-r1126) in pair-end mode with default parameter 497 settings. Alignments were then sorted based on the read name using samtools 37 (v1.9). 498 499
Fragmentation & Filtration 500
Pair-end reads were converted into fragments and only those that are 1) properly paired 501 (according to SAM flag value); 2) uniquely mapped (MAPQ > 30); 3) with length less than 502 1000bp were kept. 503 504
Duplicates Removal 505
Sorted by barcode, fragments belonging to the same cell (or barcode) were automatically 506 grouped together which allowed for removing PCR duplicates for each cell separately. 507 508
Snap File Generation 509
Next, using filtered and sorted bam file, we generated a snap-format (Single-Nucleus 510 Accessibility Profiles) file which is hierarchically structured hdf5 file that contains the 511 
Barcode Selection 530
We next identified the high-quality barcodes based on the following criteria. 1) Total 531
Sequencing Fragments (>1,000); 2) Mapping Ratio (>0.8); 3) Properly Paired Ratio 532 (>0.9); 4) Duplicate Ratio (<0.5); 5) Mitochondrial Ratio (<0.1). We abandoned the use 533 of reads in peak ratio as a metric for cell selection for two reasons. First, we found the 534 reads-in-peak ratio is highly cell type specific. For instance, according to published single 535 cell ATAC-seq, human fibroblast (BJ) cells have significantly higher reads in peak ratio 536 (40-60%) versus 20-40% for GM12878 cells. Similarly, we found Glia cells overall have 537 very different reads in peak ratio distribution compared to neuronal cells. We suspect this 538 may reflect the nucleus size or global chromatin accessibility. Second, population-defined 539 set of accessibility peaks are incomplete and are biased to the dominant populations. As 540 shown in this study, for a complex tissue such as mammalian brain, we found over 50% 541 of the peaks present in the rare populations are not identified from the aggregate signal 542 of snATAC-seq. Therefore, we abandoned the use of reads in peak ratio for cell selection. 543 544
Bin Size Selection 545
Using the remaining cells, we sought to determine the optimal bin size based on the 546 correlation between replicates. We recommend choosing the smallest bin size (or highest 547 resolution) whose Pearson correlation between replicates is greater than 0.95. If there are 548 no biological replicates available, we recommend splitting the cells into pseudo-replicates. 549
In this study, we use 5kb unless noted. 550 551
Matrix Binarization 552
After choosing the optimal bin size, we found the vast majority of the items in the cell-by-553 bin count matrix is "0", indicating either inaccessible (closed chromatin) or missing data. 554
Among the non-zero elements, some items have abnormally high coverage (often > 200) 555 perhaps due to alignment error. Therefore, we first removed the top 0.1% items of the 556 highest coverage in the matrix before converting it into a binary matrix. 557 558
Feature Selection 559
We next filtered any bins overlapping with the ENCODE blacklist 560 (http://mitra.stanford.edu/kundaje/akundaje/release/blacklists/) to prevent from any 561 potential artifacts. Bins of exceedingly high coverage which likely represent the genomic 562 regions that are invariable between cells such as housekeeping gene promoters were 563 removed. We noticed that filtering bins of extremely low coverage perhaps due to random 564 noise can also improve the robustness of the downstream clustering analysis. In detail, 565
we calculated the coverage of each bin using the binary matrix and normalized the 566 coverage by log10(count + 1). We found the log-scaled coverage obey approximately a 567 gaussian distribution (Supplementary Fig. 25 ) which is then converted into zscore. 568
Bins with zscore beyond ±2 were filtered before further analysis. 569 570
Jaccard Index Matrix 571
Next, we converted the genome-wide cell-by-bin matrix into a cell-by-cell similarity 572 matrix by calculating the Jaccard index between every two cells in the basis of genome-573 wide profile overlaps. Usually, the number of cells is far smaller than number of bins, 574 therefore, it immediately reduces the dimensionality and increase the scalability of the 575 pipeline. However, the time for computing Jaccard matrix increases exponentially with 576 cell number growth. To solve the problem of big data, 1) we first divided the cells into 577 groups and calculated a sub Jaccard index matrix separately in parallel. For instance, 578
given that there are 50,000 cells in total, we first split the cells into 10 chunks with each 579 chunk containing 5,000 cells. Then we calculated the pairwise sub jaccard index matrix 580 between every two chunks. Finally, we created the entire Jaccard index matrix by 581 combining all sub Jaccard matrices. This allows for in-parallel computing. 2) To further 582 speed up this process, instead of calculating a full Jaccard matrix by comparing every two 583 cells, we calculated a partial Jaccard matrix by estimating the similarity between N cells 584 with a subset of randomly chosen K cells (K << N) (k=2000 used in this study unless 585 noted). We found that, without sacrificing the performance (supplementary Fig. 26) , 586 this can substantially improve the scalability of the pipeline, making it possible for 587 processing millions of cells in the future. 588 589
Normalization 590
Theoretically, the entries of the Jaccard matrix Mij, would reflect the true similarity 591 between cell i and j. However, due to the differing coverage between cells, this becomes 592 not the case. If there is a high sequencing depth of cell i, then Mij will tend to have higher 593 Jaccard index, regardless whether i and j is actually similar or not ( Supplementary Fig.  594 
1-2). 595 596
This can also be proved as below. Given 2 cells i and j and let $ and % be the binary vector. 
607
Now it is obvious to see that the increase of either $ or % will result in an increase of $% . 608 609 Here, we propose three different approaches to normalize Jaccard matrix, namely 610 observed over expected (OVE), observed over neighbor (OVN) and iterative matrix 611 balancing (ICE). 612 1.12.1 OVE: we first estimated the expected Jaccard index Eij as described above, assuming 614 cells have random profiles. We noticed that Eij usually underestimates similarity for high-615 coverage cells, to adjust for this, we performed linear regression between expected E and 616 observed M and used residuals as normalized matrix N. Residuals matrix N was then 617 standardized for each cell. 618 619 1.12.2 OVN: the second approach estimated the expected cell-by-cell similarity using 620 neighboring cells. In detail, for every pair of cells i and j, according to the coverage, we 621 selected two groups of cells $ 9 and % 9 representing the k nearest neighboring cells for i 622
and j with closest coverage. After removing common cells shared by $ 9 and % 9 , we next 623 calculated the Jaccard matrix Jaccad( $ 9 , % 9 ) between these two groups of cells, the 624 average value of which was used as expected value to correct the bias in Mij. 625 626 1.12.3 ICE: we also borrowed the idea of matrix balancing which is a technique commonly 627 used in Hi-C matrix normalization. We adapted "normICE" function in HiTC R package 628 which normalizes Hi-C matrix using matrix balancing algorithm that consists of 629 iteratively estimating the matrix bias using the l1 norm. OVE overall shows a comparable performance (Supplementary Fig. 2) , however, as 637 OVE is substantially faster at least according to our implementation, therefore, we choose 638 it as our final normalization method as used in this study. All the analysis is using OVE 639 unless noted. But all three methods are implemented in SnapATAC package. 640
641
To further demonstrate the performance of the normalization, we applied it to previously 642 published human scATAC-seq data from 10 cell lines 13 . The effect of normalization is 643 clearly evident from inspecting the heatmap. Cell types that are difficult to distinguished 644 in the original matrix become visibly distinct in the normalized matrix (Supplementary 645 Fig. 2a-b) . Further applying linear dimensionality reduction against both matrices, we 646 found the first principal component of the raw matrix is strongly correlated with the 647 coverage (rho=-0.90, P < 1e-10; Supplementary Fig. 2c) , whereas the first dimension 648 of the normalized matrix successfully distinguished BJ, TF from other cell types (rho=-649 0.04; Supplementary Fig. 2d) . 650
651
We next tested it against other published datasets. When applied to human Occipital Lobe 652 scTHS-seq 9 , the first principal component of normalized matrix separates neuronal from 653 non-neuronal cells (Supplementary Fig. 2e) . Similarly, when applied to the drosophila 654 embryo sci-ATAC-seq data 6 , the first dimension now distinguished 4 major cell clades 655 (Supplementary Fig. 2f ). Together, all suggest that SnapATAC is able to adjust for the 656 coverage bias. 657 658
Dimensionality Reduction 659
Like any other type of single-cell analysis, scATAC-seq contains extensive technical noise. 660
To overcome this challenge, we performed Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to 661 combine information across a correlated feature set hereby creating a mega-feature and 662 exclude the variance potential resulting from technical noise. 663 664
Determining Significant Principle Components 665
It is both critical and challenging to decide how many principle components (PCs) to 666 include for the downstream analysis. A variety of methods have been developed to identify 667 optimal number of PCs. For instance, JackStraw 38 can specify significant components for 668 PCA through permutation-based statistical test, however, this gets extensively time-669 consuming when cell number is large. Instead, we recommend using an ad hoc approach 670 for choosing the optimal number of components. One approach as proposed by Sauret 39 671 to simplify look at the variance plot and find the "elbow" point. The other heuristic 672 approach, we found also useful, is to plot every two pairs of PCs and simply look at the 673 plot and choose number of PCs that stop separating cells. 674 675
Clustering. 676
Using the selected significant PCs, we next calculated pairwise Euclidean distance 677 between every two cells, using this distance, we created a k-nearest neighbor graph in 678 which every cell is represented as a node and edges are drawn between cells within k 679 nearest neighbors. Edge weight between any two cells are refined by shared overlap in 680 their local neighborhoods using Jaccard similarity. Finally, we applied community finding 681 algorithm Louvain to identify the 'communities' in the resulting graph which represents 682 groups of cells sharing similar profiles, potentially originating from the same cell type. 683
This method is also known as 'Louvain-Jaccard' 40 . 684 685
Visualization. 686
We next project the high-dimension data into a 2D space using BH t-SNE 41 The cell-by-peak matrix was generated and shared by Aerts Lab 734 (http://scenic.aertslab.org/cisTopic/counts_Lake.Rds). Analysis code used in this study 735 is available in Supplementary Note 4. 736 737
Analysis of sci-ATAC-seq datasets from mouse atlas. 738
We downloaded processed data for each tissue from GEO (GSE111586) and generated the 739 snap file with cell-by-bin matrix at 5kb bin resolution. Analysis code used in this study is 740 Table S1 . Ten bulk ATAC-seq used for simulating single cell ATAC-seq datasets 1035 Table S6 . Cis-Regulatory elements identified using bulk ATAC-seq 1040 Table S7 . Motifs enriched for cell-type specific elements 1041 Table S8 . VISTA enhancers overlapping with new cis-elements 1042 Table S9 . Barcode indices used for single nucleus ATAC-seq experiment 1043 Table S10 . Alignment statistics for mouse motor cortex bulk ATAC-seq library 1044
